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What the Mass Media Needs to Cover on Israel/Gaza Conflict. Ralph Nader

By Ralph Nader, February 27, 2024

Last October 27, I suggested subjects the mainstream media needed to cover relating to the
saturation bombing of Gaza and its defenseless civilian families and infrastructure. Looking
at these topics now, four months later, despite massive reporting, the attention to these
subjects is still thin and more deserving of reporting than ever.

Crimes Against Humanity. The Eradication of Palestinian Children: “Ten Little Palestinians
and Then There Were None”

By Irwin Jerome, February 26, 2024

The time-honored children’s nursery counting rhyme originally referred to ‘Ten Little Indians’

but, now, for the children in the 21st century, it should be adapted to refer to the rapid rate
of the eradication of Palestinian children by the Jewish Zionist hordes that continue to sweep
through the former native homelands of the natives of Palestine, like a plague of invasive
insects or human ‘Genghis Khan’s’.

Now It Can be Told — Murder by Suicide at Guantanamo

By Mark Adams, February 27, 2024

Many Americans would be shocked to know that our government has a history of covering
up horrible  prison murders;  many times by spewing outrageous lies.  One of  the most
notorious incidents happened at a secret CIA facility located just outside the perimeter of
Guantanamo.
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After This Week’s Julian Assange Court Hearing, This Is Clear: Extradition Would Amount to a
Death Sentence

By Duncan Campbell, February 26, 2024

Which is the more serious criminal activity: extrajudicial killings, routine torture of prisoners
and illegal renditions carried out by a state, or exposing those actions by publishing illegally
leaked details of how, where, when and by whom they were committed?

Assange Final Appeal – Your Man in the Public Gallery. Craig Murray

By Craig Murray, February 26, 2024

The CIA had made plans to kidnap, drug and even to kill Mr Assange. This had been made
plain by the testimony of Protected Witness 2 and confirmed by the extensive Yahoo News
publication. Therefore Assange would be delivered to authorities who could not be trusted
not to take extrajudicial action against him.

The Fates of Gaza and Julian Assange Are Sealed Together

By Jonathan Cook, February 26, 2024

While the cases of Assange and Israel might appear to share little in common, they are, in
fact, intimately connected – and in ways that have underscored the degree to which the
West’s so-called “rules-based order” is being exposed as a hollow sham.

Sacrificing Denmark for the USA. EU’s Number Three Spender for War in Ukraine

By Karsten Riise, February 26, 2024

To prove their loyalty to the US to the point of Denmark’s own self-destruction, Denmark’s
politicians just gave all Denmark’s artillery including ammunition to Ukraine. Lock, stock,
and barrel. Imagine that! Denmark has no artillery left. None.
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